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“call!”

Levi Garrison let out a long breath.

It seems that the mysterious woman has reached the swallowing limit.

“That’s not a dead end.”

Levi Garrison added a lot of confidence.

“Mr. Ye, but you still need to take extra precautions. It is said that this force is
gathering believers.”

Advertisement

“It’s very likely that it’s heading to your base camp.”

The Black Hawk agent sent the message again.

Levi Garrison said that he had made perfect defense preparations.

Levi Garrison is not particularly worried about this.

Advertisement

Taking 10,000 steps back, if you lose, you can still let relatives, friends and
disciples hide in the underground base, which can be guaranteed.

Then Levi Garrison contacted the town magic department again and kept the
information linkage.

And it is particularly emphasized that once there is a message from a mysterious
woman, it will be shared immediately.

Shen Tianjian’s temporary talker readily agreed, and he could not ask for Levi
Garrison’s help.
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After settling everything, Levi Garrison continued to practice basic exercises.

Final preparations for the war.

At the same time, Phoenix and the others were not idle and continued to inquire
about information.

Soon they discovered a key figure: Chu Wu.

He is also the son of Chu Changkong, the master of the West Pavilion.
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Chu Wu was also fascinated by Gong Qianqiu.

Especially for a long time, Chu Wu has been doing things for Gong Qianqiu.

Responsible for contacting and maintaining many contacts.

And one of them is Xiao Feng.

It happened that Gong Qianqiu was not in the West Pavilion during that time,
which was equivalent to Chu Wu being the spokesperson of Gong Qianqiu during
that time.

Mastering this key clue, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others immediately found
Xiao Feng to determine the situation.

Xiao Feng did not hide it, saying that Gong Qianqiu had been in contact with him
during that time.

“It’s basically determined that Gong Qianqiu has been playing with Xiao Feng.”

Phoenix said solemnly.

Kirin added: “And Chu Wu suddenly committed suicide, most likely the
information leaked by Xiao Feng.”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others nodded in agreement.

At that time, Levi Garrison had just stared at Chu Wu and was preparing for an
in-depth investigation, when Chu Wu chose to commit suicide without warning.

And burnt a lot of classified material before committing suicide.

If it is a coincidence.



But everything that happens is definitely for people.

It could even be called a conspiracy.

It is basically certain that Xiao Feng did not intend to leak it to Gong Qianqiu Levi
Garrison.

Gong Qianqiu then informed Chu Wu and let him commit suicide directly.

Then there is the fact that Levi Garrison was hiding in the depths of the spiritual
veins and waiting for the rabbit.

The mysterious woman also turned around and fled at the most critical moment.

If this mysterious woman is Gong Qianqiu, all problems will be straightened out.

It also includes the location of the follow-up base camp, the disclosure of Levilia
Gongfa, and so on.

It should all be caused by Xiao Feng’s intentional or unintentional leakage.

“So, Gong Qianqiu is likely to be a mysterious woman!” Phoenix made a final
decision.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) nodded and added: “Even if Gong Qianqiu is not a
mysterious woman, the relationship between the two is extremely close.”

“agree!”

The Azure Dragon (Qinglong) five quickly unified their opinions.

The crux of the question now is whether to tell the boss or not.

Once informed, will the teacher-apprentice relationship between Xiao Feng and
the boss be greatly affected?

It even ends there!

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others hesitated.

the other side.

Gong Qianqiu is setting up matters related to the eternal kingdom.

Immediately decided to give Levi Garrison a big surprise.

He sent Duguxiao to lead dozens of dead soldiers to attack the base camp.



These dozens of dead men are all strong men who have just swallowed the super
spiritual veins.

Of course, the timing they chose was after Levi Garrison left.

Duguxiao was in high spirits, he didn’t kill enough last time.

This time, with Gong Qianqiu’s instructions, everyone except Levilia can kill.

Duguxiao simply laughed and decided to kill.

It was not long before Levi Garrison was called away by the people of
Shentianjian, and Duguxiao and others rushed in.

“Everyone, listen, today next year will be your death day. Kill!”

Duguxiao said condensedly.
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Everyone is all too familiar with this voice.

Duguxiao!

The big devil who abused the audience lightly is here.

The crowd was extremely nervous.

The foreshadowing of the Eternal Kingdom Lightning being destroyed was just a
few days ago.

If there is Levi Garrison in charge, everyone will not be so panic.
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But just as Levi Garrison left, Duguxiao came to sneak attack.

Is this just a coincidence?

impossible!
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Maybe there are spies inside.
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Many people have this idea.

This made their already low confidence worse.

“Don’t panic, everyone, follow me to the underground base.”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others directly led the crowd to transfer.

This was also explained by Levi Garrison in advance.

As long as Levi Garrison is out of the time period, he is attacked by a powerful
enemy.

Without forcibly resisting, quickly move to the underground base.

This will preserve as much energy as possible.

the other side!
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Dozens of dead men seemed to be tireless and frantically bombarded the
defensive formations around the base camp.

But after all, this is Levi Garrison’s participation in the arrangement, the strength
gap is there, how can they be crushed?

“You all get out of the way!”

Duguxiao ran the exercise and hit the energy shield released by the defensive
formation with all his strength.

Boom!

With a loud noise, the protective shield cracked instantly.

“Break it to me!”

Duguxiao violently punched again.



The defensive formation collapsed suddenly.

The original face of the base camp was exposed to everyone’s eyes.

“Reporting to the young master, there is no one here.”

Dozens of dead men carried out a carpet search, but found no half-figure.

Duguxiao said with a sneer: “I thought I got into the mouse hole, so I can’t find it?
Come with me!”

Gong Qianqiu had already told Duguxiao the exact location of the underground
base.

Inside the underground base.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others all looked solemn.

When they were attacked, they contacted Levi Garrison as soon as possible.

However, everyone was shocked to find that the communication tool and the
outside world were completely cut off.

Any information sending device will prompt sending failure.

This made everyone’s heart sink to the bottom in an instant.

“Don’t be nervous, as long as you don’t leave the underground base, everyone
can be safe.”

Zoey Lopez’s voice did not fall.

Everyone suddenly felt that the top of the entire underground base shook
violently.

“what’s going on?”

Everyone was shocked at first, and then reacted.

Someone is attacking the defensive formation of the underground base.

Sure enough, a moment later, the terrifying sound of energy fluctuations and
collisions came one after another.

“Underground base exposed?”

“How is this possible!”



“That mysterious woman can even shatter the energy shield of the Eternal
Realm.”

“Can our defense hold up?”

There was an uproar at the scene.

Every violent vibration outside was like a giant hammer hitting everyone’s heart.

Doubt, worry, fear, nervousness, etc. quickly spread.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others were also extremely surprised.

The underground base is the boss’s last trump card!

Those who knew the exact location of the underground base before this were
members of the core.

How did Duguxiao know about it?

Unless one of them leaks the exact location coordinates.

Phoenix’s thoughts turned extremely fast, and he quickly thought of this
possibility.

Combined with a lot of information from previous investigations.

His eyes naturally glanced at Xiao Feng.

Among the absolute core members, Xiao Feng has the deepest entanglement
with the peripheral personnel.

He could even die willingly for Gong Qianqiu.

Therefore, Xiao Feng may indeed reveal the location of the underground base to
Gong Qianqiu.

“But will he really leak?”

Phoenix was a little unsure.

After all, Xiao Feng was the first disciple that the boss valued most.

Other information leaks don’t matter.

But the underground base is at stake for everyone’s safety.

It is even said that Levi Garrison’s entire net worth and life are here.



As long as Xiao Feng has even a trace of conscience, he will not tell others about
such an important thing.
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If it wasn’t for Xiao Feng, how did Duguxiao know about it?

Incredible!

Boom!

Accompanied by a deafening sound.

The defense formation of the underground base collapsed suddenly.

Because the location of the underground base is extremely secret, outsiders
have no way of knowing the exact location.
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On the contrary, Levi Garrison did not have a particularly strong defensive
formation.

“A group of ants, where else can you hide?”

Duguxiao rushed in first.

Dozens of dead men followed behind.
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“I will deal with Duguxiao, and you should be careful with other people.”

Levilia volunteered to fight.

Of course this is helpless.

The strongest individual combat power at present is Levilia.
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When others go up to fight against Duguxiao, it is basically a death sentence, and
there is no difference.

In order to reduce unnecessary casualties, this is the best arrangement.

“You little baby, how can you have the confidence to resist Lao Tzu?”

Duguxiao looked up and laughed, and he was completely mad.

“Don’t talk nonsense, let’s go!”
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Levilia’s face was particularly solemn.

She could clearly feel the terror of Duguxiao.

The power that burst out is at least two levels higher than the last time.

“Since you are in such a hurry to find abuse, I will fulfill you.”

Duguxiao runs the exercise to launch an attack.

Levilia also did not hold back at all, running the exercises to mobilize the power
of aura and elements between heaven and earth.

There are no fancy moves between the two.

It’s basically a counter-bombing of absolute power.

However, the situation was beyond everyone’s expectations.

Because from the beginning to the end, Levilia was almost pressed and beaten by
Duguxiao.

There were even many dangers, and it was almost impossible to support it.

Zoey Lopez, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others came to help.

Never thought that those dead men were equally powerful.

Although they have fewer enemies and more enemies, they have an absolute
advantage on the scene.



Zoey Lopez and others were too busy to take care of themselves, and even Azure
Dragon (Qinglong) and others were injured to varying degrees one after another.

Self-protection is still very difficult, and it is completely incapable of supporting
Levilia.

“Break it for me!”

Duguxiao shouted violently and threw a punch at Levilia’s location.

Levilia couldn’t dodge in time, the protective shield was instantly shattered, and
the whole person flew out backwards.

puff!

Levilia vomited blood, as if he was seriously injured.

The hearts of everyone in the underground base instantly sank to the bottom of
the valley.

One’s strongest combat power collapsed suddenly, and the others barely
protected themselves.

How is this fight going?

Duguxiao did not continue to kill all the people, looked at the time, and directly
issued an order to his subordinates.

“It’s almost there, let’s withdraw.”

The dead soldiers did not hesitate to withdraw from the battle.

Following Duguxiao, he quickly evacuated.

Leaving the underground base in a mess.

Ordinary members of the base camp suffered heavy casualties.

The core members headed by Levilia were seriously injured!

Levi Garrison, who was out on business, suddenly had a bad feeling.

Using communication tools to contact relatives and friends, but found no
response in any case.

Levi Garrison realized that something might have happened to the base camp.

A burst of rushing back to the underground base.



Levi Garrison saw the scene of the broken walls and the casualties of his
subordinates.

“how so?”

Levi Garrison was a little dumbfounded.

If the other party insists on killing them, it will be completely over.

It will be too late to regret then.

Levi Garrison felt like a huge boulder was pressing down on his chest.

Breathing started to get rough.

Originally from the thought of life-saving trump card, the underground base has
long been exposed.

“hateful!”

Levi Garrison clenched his fists with anger in his eyes.

“I thought the underground base could protect my relatives and friends instead
of me, but it ended up like this.”

Levi Garrison regretted it to the extreme.

Thoughts flashed in his mind, Levi Garrison suddenly realized an important
problem.

It seems that he has long since fallen into the other party’s trap unknowingly.
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Levi Garrison suddenly thought of something.

A few days ago, the spies of the mysterious forces active near the base camp
were exposed one after another.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others also seized several torturers to extract
confessions.
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Learn that these spies are looking for the location where their own personnel are
hiding.

At that time, Levi Garrison was preconceived and naturally thought that the
mysterious forces did not know the exact location of the underground base.

But now, if you taste it carefully, this should be the other party’s plan.
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to numb yourself.

Convince yourself that they don’t know about underground bases.

“But how did the secret base leak out?”

Levi Garrison was puzzled.

Advertisement

Very few people actually know about the secret underground base.

Such as Levilia, Zoey Lopez, Azure Dragon (Qinglong), Xiao Feng and so on.

They are all very close people.

They can’t leak their location to outsiders!

“Who will it be?”

Levi Garrison quickly went through all the people who knew the secret base in his
mind.

I really didn’t find anyone who would do such a detrimental thing.

“What do you have to say about the leak of the underground base?”

Levi Garrison asked in a deep voice.

Advertisement



Everyone looked at each other in dismay, and no one spoke rashly.

After all, any speculation without conclusive evidence will make the suspect a
target.

Because of this, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others did not name Xiao Feng.

In fact, Xiao Feng’s mood at this time was also extremely uneasy.

Thoughts are messed up.

Because Xiao Feng suddenly thought of Gong Qianqiu.

Just after the multi-party coalition army attacked the base camp, Xiao Feng told
the underground base.

Could it be that Gong Qianqiu really leaked it out?

“No, how could Qianqiu hurt me?”

“She knew that this was the hiding place of her master and friends, and a leak
would have serious consequences.”

“She loves me so much, how could she put me in a place of infidelity?”

Xiao Feng was extremely irritable.

“Could it be that Duguxiao held Qianqiu hostage?”

Xiao Feng was suddenly taken aback by this thought.

His relationship with Gong Qianqiu is not top secret.

It can be said that many people know that they once madly pursued Gong
Qianqiu.

Duguxiao’s parents were both high-ranking officials of Shentianjian, and their
eyes were naturally spread all over the Zhenmo Division.

So it’s not difficult for them to get the message, it’s even very easy to say.

After the two alien races were destroyed, Duguxiao was rescued by a mysterious
woman.

So as long as he takes revenge, Gong Qianqiu is definitely a worthwhile
existence.



Because of his close relationship with Gong Qianqiu, it is very likely that he will
learn a lot of information about Master from his own mouth.

“Yes, it must be so.”

“It must be Duguxiao who held Gong Qianqiu hostage and used some special
means to extract the information.”

Xiao Feng is more and more convinced of the possibility of this speculation.

Xuanming aliens have many evil sect exercises, is it not easy to obtain
information?

After all, Gong Qianqiu’s strength is average.

How can she handle it?

“Qianqiu, you have to hold on, I will find a way to save you.”

Xiao Feng was very anxious, and he felt more and more that Gong Qianqiu was
being controlled.

Even suffering from various inhuman tortures.

His heart hurts!

“Everyone, the situation is special. If you have something, you must say it, and
don’t hide it.”

“The specific location of the underground base is our core secret, and the other
party can find it accurately.”

“Being familiar with us to such an extent must have been leaked by one of our
own.”

Levi Garrison’s voice became colder and colder.

Glancing at everyone, everyone felt a chill.

In fact, there is no need for Levi Garrison to say it, almost everyone has such an
idea.

They were all very confused at first and felt incredible.

But as time passed, everyone looked at Xiao Feng in unison.

Especially led by Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and several others.



They had long suspected that Xiao Feng had leaked it to Gong Qianqiu.

Now that Levi Garrison has spoken to such a level, they have decided not to hide
it anymore.

Feeling the cold eyes of everyone, Xiao Feng’s face became more and more
difficult to look at.
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“Xiao Feng, what do you say?” Levi Garrison asked lightly.

To be honest, apart from his wife and daughter, the last thing Levi Garrison
wanted to suspect was Xiao Feng.

He valued the first disciple very much.

Of course, Xiao Feng couldn’t turn a corner except emotionally.

In other respects it is almost impeccable.

To have a head, to have a brain, to have a talent.

Advertisement

Be more loyal to yourself.

But it is precisely because of Xiao Feng’s emotional “dumbness” that Levi
Garrison is particularly worried.

Worrying about him being confused.

“Master, I…”
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Xiao Feng felt a little speechless.
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He really didn’t want to deceive the master, but on the other hand it was his love.

What’s more, considering that Gong Qianqiu is likely to be forced helplessly.

Or it was because of Duguxiao’s evil trick that the underground base was leaked.

After a fierce ideological struggle, Xiao Feng finally decided to lie to Gong
Qianqiu again.

If the truth is revealed at that time, Gong Qianqiu is really behind the scenes.

He was a big deal to apologise to death.

“Master, I definitely didn’t divulge the location of the underground base to
anyone.”

Xiao Feng’s tone was extremely serious.
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Seeing that Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others still had doubts in their eyes,
Xiao Feng added:

“If I leak it to other people, the sky and the earth will be destroyed, and the
thunder will hit the top, and I will not die!”

Seeing that Xiao Feng made such a poisonous oath, Levi Garrison and the others
did not continue to doubt.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and others have nothing to do.

Especially Xiao Feng’s appearance just now was completely unpretentious.

Totally from the heart.

“Perhaps we have wronged him?”

Even Phoenix began to doubt his previous judgment.

“Xiao Feng, don’t worry, I just want to find out the truth.”

Levi Garrison comforted.

He didn’t want to have a rift with his lover because of this.



Xiao Feng said with a wry smile: “Master did nothing wrong, you should practice
extraordinary methods at extraordinary times, and there is nothing wrong with
being cautious.”

“You can rest assured that you can think of being a teacher like that.”

Levi Garrison was quite pleased.

Xiao Feng sat down slowly.

I was still thinking of Gong Qianqiu in my mind.

What comforted Xiao Feng in particular was that Gong Qianqiu didn’t know the
structure of the base camp at all when the divine robbery was stolen.

After all, he didn’t bring Gong Qianqiu here at that time.

Moreover, Gong Qianqiu’s cultivation base was limited at that time, and it could
even be regarded as very weak.

It is even more impossible to risk your life to commit theft.

“Since the divine calamity was not stolen by Qianqiu, then I can’t stand against
the mysterious woman.”

“After all, the mysterious woman once tried to kill me with divine robbery.”

Xiao Feng thought of this, and the corners of his mouth twitched slightly.

Levi Garrison didn’t know that the baby apprentice still missed Gong Qianqiu.

Instead, after arranging the next tasks, he directly helped to repair the damaged
defensive formation.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others thought over and over again.

Phoenix found Levi Garrison in private.

“Boss, we investigated Xiao Feng during this time.”

“His love for Gong Qianqiu has reached the point of becoming obsessed.”

“I know everything about Gong Qianqiu without saying anything.”

Phoenix made no reservations and informed Levi Garrison of the results of the
recent investigation.



Levi Garrison frowned slightly, but thinking that Xiao Feng had made such a
poisonous oath, he was a little unsure.

“I know what you mean. I will pay extra attention to Xiao Feng.”

“You are all seriously injured, go and heal!”

Levi Garrison said solemnly.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others saw that the boss already knew what
they had in mind, so they didn’t continue to say anything.

Leave to find a secluded place to exercise for healing.

Levi Garrison was quite emotional when he saw several brothers who had been
friends with each other.

It seems that they explained Xiao Feng’s situation to themselves, and they also
made a great determination!

“Xiao Feng, I hope you don’t do stupid things!”

Levi Garrison got rid of the distracting thoughts, he doesn’t think about anything
now.

Or that he has only one thing on his mind right now.

Prepare to fight to the death with the mysterious female leader and Dugu Xiao.
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